Does Foxton Parish Council wish to comment on any of
the third party representations on the Foxton
Neighbourhood Plan (FNP)?
68579 and 68600 The Statement of Consultation page 56 records the request for the
sensitive urban edge to be extended along the back of the new dwellings in Church
View. This was discussed and it was agreed that this edge should be extended a
very short distance to the west to include the edge along the back of these
properties. Figure 15 was accordingly updated west of the green key view arrow. So
there is no basis to this comment.
68589 This respondent commented during the Section 14 consultation and his
comments are recorded at the top of page 57 of the Consultation Statement. The
text on page 57 of the FNP refers to housing. Figure 8, page 23, indicates
community support for the redevelopment of vacant sites and the expansion of
existing sites. Burlington Park is the largest employment site in the parish, in the
heart of the village on an early 20th century industrial site. FOX/16 is specifically for
that site as it has had previous planning applications for the unused land within its
boundary. This policy seeks to provide the local conditions that would make a future
application for employment uses acceptable. The issue of access to the Burlington
Park site is for County Highways, and outside the remit of the Neighbourhood Plan.
The Challis Close new development was still subject to planning process when the
draft FNP was prepared. It is shown on figure 14 as land with outline planning
permission in 2018, and described in para 6.2 when outline permission was for 26
houses. In reality, 22 dwellings have been completed, with four affordable/shared
ownership and five allocated as social housing. This text will be updated following
receipt of the Examiner’s report.
68623-27 There is very limited horse ownership in Foxton parish (<5), with horses
occasionally using the minor roads through the village. Demand for bridleways and
safe horse-riding routes was not raised in any of the informal community consultation
exercises, nor the Section 14 consultation.
There is an equestrian centre in the adjacent parish to the north of the very busy A10
road. The FNP recognises the hazardous road crossings on figure 27, albeit in the
context of pedestrians and cyclists. The parish council is not aware of any local
demand, nor whether any such approaches have been made by the British Horse
Society to the County Council, as the Highways Authority and keeper of the definitive
rights of way map, to upgrade the status of the few Foxton public footpaths to
bridleways. This is outside the scope of the FNP. FPC does accept that reference to
the proposed Melbourn Greenway in para 9.9 should mention equestrians as
potential users.

